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DETERMINE LOAD
You must know your strength requirements.
Remember external sources too. Best to call
and ask sometimes & just get
recommendations. Tell us gauge or thickness,
pin and use.Test to distortion - not breakpoint.
Our hardware for example can bear anywhere
from 30 lbs to 15,000 lbs. 

KNOW OPENING ANGLE
Most hinges rotate 270º. We have some that do
360º. We can form leaf of hinge toward or away
from pin. 

CONSIDER REMOVABILIY
If a user or technician needs access to the
interior of a particular enclosure, removable
hinges can come in handy. Removable hinges
are sometimes used to change heights.
Sometimes removable hinges are used so
doors or panels can be taken away for better
clearance when installing equipment of
cleaning. Ask us about spring latches made
from half hinge, spring and bent L pin to create
a positive connection you can trust.
Hinges/latch can be built off spring-loaded
deadbolt made of half hinge. 

REMEMBER INDUSTRY
SPECIFICATIONS
Consider regulations or specifications required
for your hinges/latch. Think of NEMA for
example.

CONSIDER YOUR
INSTALLATION METHOD
Think about manufacturing tolerances in the
design and installation process, especially
where aligning the hinges on the door and frame
are concerned. We can make slots OR
obrounds to allow for adjust-ability. 

REMEMBER AESTHETICS
Appearance is important. When choosing
hardware, decide what impression you
want to give off. We can powder coat steel,
annodize aluminum or polish & electroplate
stainless steel. 

BE MINDFUL OF OVERALL
DESIGN
It's good to know how much flexibility you have
when it comes to constraints like gasket
sealing or aesthetics for example. Do you
need a goose-neck hump in T-STRAP hinge to
allow space for the gasket? Should each leaf
be as wide as the frame? Plan for these type
of questions.

CONCEALED VS.
EXTERNAL HINGES &
LATCHES
Both are mounted differently, and can impose
different challenges with things like mounting,
spacing and aesthetics. Latches and hinges
can be weld-on or bolt-on

CHOOSE YOUR
MATERIALS WISELY
Different materials have different pros and
cons like strength, corrosion and UV
resistance, weight and price. Harsh
environments, for example, may require 316
stainless steel (which we have in stock).  
We use full hard aluminum pins on aluminum
hinge for the best strength. We you can also
do brass or stainless steel pins with
aluminum, steel or stainless steel hinges. 

Still have questions?
Get a free consultation with our industrial hardware experts by

clicking the link below:

hardwaremfg.com/contact-us

KNOW YOUR QUANTITY
NEEDS10
Sometimes it makes sense to get small
quantities for repair or prototyping. Other
times it makes sense to buy in bulk because
it's a lower cost per unit when buying large
quantities.

https://www.hardwaremfg.com/contact-us

